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Bidding Markets like Auctions: First-Price vs Second-Price

In Practice.....Sealed versus ascending, sometimes more complex
communication processes, dynamics....(More on this later).

In Theory.
I Symmetry in the IPV model. Efficiency/ Revenue Equivalence.

The famous Rent/Efficiency Trade-off.

I Asymmetry. Inefficiency of FPA. Hard to compute equilibrium,
sensitive to distributions.... First-order ODE s in Maskin and
Riley (2000, RES). (Almost) No closed-form solutions.... SPA
still efficient. Easy to compute (for players and for whoever
cares....)

I Beyond IPV . Part 1. Theory does not tell that SPA is
preferable when bidders know each other. Probably (wrongly)
driven by the Bertrand analogy....

I Beyond IPV . Part 2. Both are clearly bad from the point of
view of rent extraction..... Myerson (1981)’s last section.....



Merger in Bidding Markets: What Remains? Part 1.

First-Price Auction: The merger of two bidders brings us to the
asymmetric world.

I Bad news 1→ Hard to really evaluate the price effect of the
merger (although one might be guided by intuition to some
extent....).

I Bad news 2→ Inefficiencies....

Second-Price Auction: The price effect is pretty clear. Moving
from second to third highest price when the weak merging firm is the
second highest bidder pre-merger.

...And what about the Efficiency Gains?: Striking to see that
the issue is rarely discussed (at least in what I have read and maybe I
did not read enough....sorry).



Merger in Bidding Markets: What Remains? Part 2
(Advanced...)

What about the incentives to merge? A brief detour towards
the (mechanism design) Theory of Collusion under Asymmetric
Information (Laffont and Martimort (1997ECM, 2000 ECM)
somewhat extrapolated...)

First-Price Auction: Pretty difficult to enforce a merger
mechanism so as to disclose information internally, with the reversion
to Nash.

Second-Price Auction: Pretty easy to do so. McAfee and
McMillan (1992, AER).



Optimal Auctions in the World of Myerson (1981, MOR)

Consider the IPV model. Bidders indexed by i ∈ {1, ...n}. C.D.F. Fi ,
density fi . Same support Θ =

[
θ ,θ

]
. Value S for the buyer.

An optimal mechanism allocates the market to the bidder with the
lowest virtual cost:

i0 = argmin
i

θi +
Fi (θi )

fi (θi )

⇒ Possible inefficiencies. Bias towards those weak bidders whose
distribution Fi puts more mass towards θ .
⇒ Marginal seller θ ∗i . Personalized reserve prices.

S = θ
∗
i +

Fi (θ ∗i )

fi (θ ∗i )
.



Implementation: Not so Hard....

• Ask each seller for an expected probability of winning pm(θi ):

pmi (θi ) = argmax
pi

Ti (pi )−θipi

where

Ti (pi ) = argmin
θi

U∗i (θi )+θipi with U∗i (θi ) =
∫

θ

θi

Eθ−i (p
∗
i (θ̃i ,θ−i )))d θ̃i ;

p∗i (θi ,θ−i )) =

{
1 if θi + Fi (θi )

fi (θi )
≤min

{
θ ∗i +

Fi (θ
∗
i )

fi (θ
∗
i )

;minj 6=i θj +
Fj (θj )
fj (θj )

}
,

0 otherwise.

• From that, invert pmi (θi )...get ϑi (p
m
i ) and choose (if θi0 ≤ θ ∗i ):

i0 = argmin
i

ϑi (p
m
i ) +

Fi (ϑi (p
m
i ))

fi (ϑi (pmi ))



Merger in the World of Myerson (1981, MOR)

Based on ongoing joint work with Philippe Gagnepain (PSE).

Symmetric distributions: Fi ≡ F . Bidders 1 and 2 merge and operate
at cost:

z = min{θ1,θ2}−η .

η= Efficiency gains. Common knowledge.

Consider z̃ = min{θ1,θ2}: C.D.F. G (z) = 1− (1−F (z̃))2, density
g(z) = 2(1−F (z̃))f (z̃).

An optimal mechanism allocates the market to the merger when:

z̃+
G (z̃)

g(z̃)
−η ≡min

{
θ1 +

G (θ1)

g(θ1)
,θ2 +

G (θ2)

g(θ2)

}
−η ≤min

i≥3
θi +

F (θi )

f (θi )
.



Merger in the World of Myerson (1981, MOR) (2)

Two effects at work.

Rent Effect. The distribution of the minimun is shifted to the left.

G (z)

g(z)
=

(2−F (z))F (z)

(1−F (z))f (z)
>

F (z)

f (z)
.

Optimal to bias the auction towards the non-merging firms. True
even if θ2 was not the second-lowest cost!

Efficiency Effect. η justifies biasing the auction towards the
merger.



A(n Average) Sufficient Condition for Allowing a Merger

Averaging with the assumption of a large number of markets...

Eθ1,θ2

(
min

{
θ1 +

G (θ1)

g(θ1)
,θ2 +

G (θ2)

g(θ2)

})
−η ≤Eθ1,..,θn

(
min
i≥1

θi +
F (θi )

f (θi )

)
.

Uniform Distribution, n = 3, Θ = [0,1]: Modulo computations errors:

η ≥ η
∗ ≈ 1

2
.

Merging firms should prove that they come with almost η∗%
increase in cost efficiency to valid a merger. Pretty large....

Of course, this is an estimate based on the choice of F as being
uniform...but if you are versed in non-parametric analysis, you
recover F from the observed bids before merger....



Thank You!


